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As summer holidays come to an end, it’s high time for budget savvy travelers to plan their
British adventure. The low season brings about great savings on flights and hotel
accommodations, plus BritRail is now offering 20% off popular Passes. What’s more, the
autumn and winter months present a more laid back atmosphere, where visitors can
experience a destination’s true colours by blending in with the locals and avoiding crowds of
tourists.

Discover the convenience and flexibility that only a BritRail Pass can provide, by hopping on
and off the trains at your leisure throughout England, Scotland and Wales. Choose a BritRail
Flexi Pass or a BritRail Consecutive Pass depending on whether you wish to travel for
consecutive or non consecutive days within the pass’s validity. Added benefits can also be
enjoyed by travelers in First Class, with larger seats, picture windows, more leg room, free
extras and the advantage of avoiding any rush hour crowds. With a number of unforgettable
scenic routes, and over 2500 destinations, just imagine the view through your window!

And if your focus falls on England, then a BritRail England Pass will surely satisfy an itinerary
loaded with cities and attractions to enjoy. Venturing beyond London is a must with exciting
hot spots like Liverpool and picturesque port towns like Brighton, and if you have the time to
linger in your favorite cities then don’t worry about sticking to a schedule because a Flexi Pass
will allow you to travel for a select number of days within 2 months. For those who prefer to
be on the move, a Consecutive Pass will best suit your itinerary with validities from 3 days up
to 1 month. Europeans can also select 2 day passes, perfect for weekend jaunts. There truly
is a BritRail Pass to suit everyone’s travel style!
Save 20% on the above mentioned BritRail Passes purchased between September 1st 2009
and February 15th 2010 for travel between November 1st 2009 and February 28th 2010 by
calling BritRail today at 1 866 BRITRAIL (North America) or by visiting www.BritRail.com.
Remember to buy before taking flight as BritRail Passes cannot be purchased in Britain.

